
 

 

 

 

 

 
Andrea Rosso with CRAM Motorsport continues the 

preparation 
 

Statements by the new CRAM Motorsport driver and the team on the 
post-pandemic restart from COVID-19 

 
Rome, April 30, 2020 - The forced stop period is faced with confidence, tenacity and optimism 
by CRAM Motorsport and the recently officiated driver who will participate in the Italian F4 
Championship powered by Abarth, Andrea Rosso. 
 
The Italian, winner of the FIA Motorsport Games last year, will face his second season in the 
Italian F.4 with the "blue arrows" of Erba with the clear objective of continuing in the positive 
streak inaugurated in Vallelunga on the occasion of the " Motorsport Olympics ". 
 
“Unfortunately, in this difficult moment we have to find a solution to Coronavirus, after 
which it will start again with the Motorsport program. It is an exceptional event that is 
creating many problems for the teams, as we have no financial income. 
We hope to be able to start again as soon as possible so that we can organize a few test days 
in preparation for the first race. 
We are confident in our new driver Andrea Rosso, who has shown that he has excellent 
potential and can compete with the best opponents. We are also confident in the action put 
in place by ACI Sport and WSK Promotion in rescheduling all the events of 2020 as soon as 
conditions permit.”, comments Gabriele Rosei, owner of CRAM Motorsport. 
 
“In this lockdown period I trained a lot both physically and mentally, because I was and I am 
still confident that the season can start as soon as possible. We are slowly creating the 
conditions for a return to normality and therefore I think that they should allow us to get on 
track for the first training sessions in compliance with the anti-virus safety rules. The desire to 
start again is great and I can't wait to do it with the support of CRAM Motorsport", comments 
Andrea Rosso. 
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